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Abstract— An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has many 

applications in a variety of fields. Detection and tracking of a 

specific road and vehicles in UAV videos play an important role 

in automatic UAV navigation, traffic monitoring, and 

ground–vehicle tracking, and also is very helpful for 

constructing road networks for modeling and simulation. The 

paper focuses on the various existing method of detection and 

tracking and their application for unmanned aerial vehicle 

navigation. A real-time object localization and tracking strategy 

from monocular image sequences is developed by effectively 

integrating the object detection and tracking into a dynamic 

Kalman model. Compared to existing methods, the proposed 

approach does not require any manual initialization for 

tracking, runs much faster than the state-of-the-art trackers of 

its kind, and achieves competitive tracking performance on a 

large number of image sequences. Extensive experiments 

demonstrate the effectiveness and superior performance of the 

proposed approach. 

 
Index Terms— Kalman filter, road detection, road tracking, 

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)   
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last two decades, we have seen rapid growth in the 

applications of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). In the 

military, UAVs have been demonstrated to be an effective 

mobile platform in future combat scenarios. In civil 

applications, numerous UAV platforms have mushroomed 

and been applied to surveillance, disaster monitoring and 

rescue [1], package delivering [2], and aerial photography 

[3]. In comparison, UAV has advantages, including: low cost 

to monitor over long distance, it is flexible for flying across 

broad spatial and temporal scales, and it is capable of carrying 

various types of sensors to collect abundant data. UAV for 

surveillance is an active research topic in computer vision 

that tries to detect, recognize and track objects over a 

sequence of images and it also makes an attempt to the 

understand. UAVs equipped with cameras are viewed as a 

kind of low cost platform that can provide efficient data for 

intelligent transport systems. With the increasing use of 

vehicles and their demands on traffic management, this kind 

of platform becomes more and more popular. Knowledge of 

road areas can provide users the Image processing is 

processing of images using mathematical operations by using 

any form of signal processing for which the input is an image, 

a series of images, or a video such as a photograph or video 

frame, the output of images processing may be either an 

image or parameters related to the image. 
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A.  Vehicle Detection  

Recognition of vehicles is crucial for traffic situations 

recognition. It requires solving the problem of vehicles 

location and speed determining based on photo or video 

capture using UAVs. There are two basic approaches to 

vehicle detection: either detecting moving vehicles either on 

video or on selected frames irrespective of their speed. The 

methods of moving vehicles detection are more accurate [4]. 

For some abnormal situations it is enough to detect only 

moving vehicles, but to recognize a wide range of abnormal 

situations (such as congestion (traffic jams), consequences of 

road accidents, lack of active traffic etc.) it is also important 

to detect motionless or slowly moving objects. 

 

B. Road Tracking 

Road tracking, we aim to track the road border structure 

between two consecutive frames. In a computer vision 

society, most developed tracking techniques, such as 

meanshift [9], particle filter [10], and optical flow [11], are 

appearance-based methods. They are for specific object class, 

e.g., face, car, or pedestrian, where objects share common 

features. Although some contour-based methods, such as 

snake [12] or curve fitting [13] approaches, have shown 

promising road detection and tracking performance for 

applications to unmanned ground vehicles (UGV), they 

largely depend on the extracted road border (or markings) and 

vanishing points of the road, and might not be easily 

adaptable to UAV applications because the road boundary or 

markings are usually not salient enough to be detected due to 

the altitude of UAVs. In addition, these approaches are too 

computationally complex to be real time. 

 

II. TRADITIONAL METHODS  

Road detection and tracking, most approaches use the color 

(texture) and/or structure (geometry) properties of roads. 

Among them, the combination of road color and boundary 

information have achieved more robust and accurate results 

than using only one of them in road detection, as shown in the 

work [10], [11]. Therefore, we are in more favor of using both 

types of information. Because real time is required in many 

UAV-based applications, our major target is how to 

effectively combine both types of information for road 

detection/tracking in an efficient way. Intuitively, there are 

two rules to make one integrated framework efficient. First, 

each component of the framework should be fast. Second, if 

one component is faster than the others in achieving the same 

purpose it would better make use of the fastest component as 

much as possible. We follow the aforementioned two rules to 

make our framework fast. Specifically, our framework 

includes two components: road detection and road tracking. 
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In road detection, we propose to utilize the Graph Cut 

algorithm [12] because of its efficiency and powerful 

segmentation performance in 2-D color images. In road 

tracking, we propose a fast road tracking approach. There are 

two facts that spur us to implement road tracking. First, 

although Graph Cut is very efficient, it still cannot achieve a 

real-time performance when the UAV image resolution is 

high enough (as in our work) and performing road detection 

frame by frame is not time efficient. Second, road appearance 

usually does not abruptly change in video; therefore, road 

tracking can make full use of continuous spatial–temporal 

information of roads in videos and thus can quickly infer road 

areas from previous results. 

 

Because of the aforementioned difficulties in adapting 

existent tracking approaches to track a road in UAV videos, 

we develop a novel tracking technique based on homography 

alignment. Homography is a transformation that can be used 

to align one image plane to another when the moving camera 

is capturing images of a planar scene. Generally, the road 

region in our application can be well approximated by a 

plane, and therefore, homography can be applicable to our 

road images. As aforementioned, we aim at making our 

framework efficient. We thus develop a fast homography 

estimation approach for road tracking, where the efficiency in 

homography estimation is attributed to three factors:  

1.    The FAST corner detector [13] is used to find key points 

in each road frame.  

 

2.    The Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi (KLT) tracker [14] is 

applied to establisha correspondence between the two 

sets of FAST corners in two consecutive frames. 

 

3.    A context-aware homography estimation approach is 

given where only the corresponding FAST corners in the 

road neighbors are used with random sample consensus 

(RANSAC) estimator. 

 

Automatic Situation Control of UAVs: 

Road traffic control by an operator on the basis of receiving 

and analysing incoming video information from various 

observing systems and, in particular, those set up on 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The goal of this 

monitoring is to increase traffic capacity and safety of the 

controlled road sections by timely: 

 

    Detection of the movement obstacles in the pre-jam and 

jam stage, as well as other abnormal situations, including 

emergencies, and other traffic hindrances. 

 

    Measures aimed at preserving people health and 

wellbeing, the state protection objects, etc.  

 

    Elimination of abnormal situations consequences. 

 

    Prevention of road accidents and so forth. 

 

Abnormal situations detection and classification are required 

or an operator to determine the means of consequences 

elimination for these particular situations. The 

implementation of these processes implies high information 

workload for an operator, which can lead to the delays in the 

required decision-making and cause operator errors. 

The research proposes an automation approach to the 

following processes: 

 

1     Abnormal situations detection. 

 

2     The preliminary classification of abnormal situations. 

 

3     Collecting video data corresponding to a predetermined 

class, which is necessary for an operator to make 

decisions. 

 

The observation system, which is responsible for 

implementing the functions above on board of an UAV, 

belongs to the artificial vision systems (AVS).  

 

The traffic monitoring organization scenario under 

consideration comprises four steps: 

 

1.    In normal mode, UAV AVS performs video monitoring 

of a specific road section (patrolling), detecting the 

vehicles, and estimating their movement characteristics. 

 

2.    In case of an abnormal situation, UAV AVS should 

detect it and notify the operator. 

 

3.    After locating the abnormal situation, UAV AVS should 

perform its preliminary classification 

. 

4.     In accordance with the situation class, UAV AVS 

collects and transmits the information, which is 

necessary for an operator to make decisions. 

 

It is obvious that depending on the characteristics and severity 

of the predicted consequences of abnormal situations, an 

operator should plan and take a range of appropriate 

measures, e.g., call emergency services (or road safety 

service). For this purpose, it is necessary to provide the 

operator with video information, allowing him to analyze 

various facts related to this special situation with precision. In 

some cases, such information cannot be obtained by the UAV 

while patrolling. 

  

Thus, according to the suggested monitoring scenario, it is 

necessary to implement situation control of UAV at step 4, 

which will allow calculating various trajectories depending 

on the specific road traffic situations (classes of abnormal 

situations). 

 

Vehicle detection methods based on boundaries detection 

(such as Canny filter (Canny, 1986) are not always 

successful, since their use can lead to false activations and 

combining vehicle adumbrations with shadows, road cracks, 

road-side, road marking, other vehicles etc. Adumbration can 

be unstable and certain aspects of a vehicle are impossible to 

detect. The methods of segmentation and/or marking features 

on image areas are more appropriate. Below is the vehicle 

detection scheme for this case: 
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1.     Image scaling and determination of the region of interest 

(ROI), usually one or more rectangles including the road 

and the roadside. In this case, navigation data are used. 

 

2.    ROI image segmentation. 

 

3.    Primary segments filtration (in particular, rejection of 

very large or very small segments) and combining 

several adjacent segments, as well as receiving a set of 

regions. 

 

4.    Region filtration. 

 

5.    Region descriptors creation.  

 

6.    Recognition of vehicles based on region descriptors. 

 

7.    Recognition of vehicles based on the velocity fields. 

 

In contrast to fixed camera surveillance, where cameras are 

mounted around traffic intersections or on buildings, airborne 

video surveillance has the advantages of higher mobility, 

faster deployment and larger surveillance scope. Thus, it has 

attracted a lot of attention from researchers. A key problem 

within airborne video surveillance is the visual tracking of 

vehicles. For instance, in some circumstances, it is necessary 

to analyze the behaviors of vehicles and then to determine 

whether these behaviors are normal, where the vehicles have 

to be tracked first [15]. 

 

Visual tracking of vehicles [16-22] is considered a 

fundamental task in computer vision and pattern recognition, 

which aims to localize moving vehicles that have been 

detected in previous frames in a video sequence. A typical 

framework for visual tracking of vehicles includes modules 

such as moving vehicle detection, vehicle tracking and 

behavior understanding [23,,15]. There are many existing 

techniques proposed for each of the modules. For example, 

optical flow [24,25], background subtraction [16,26], 

temporal differencing methods [27,28] and pattern classifiers 

are often used to detect moving vehicles. For vehicle tracking 

there are mainly four categories of methods: region based 

tracking, contour based tracking, feature based tracking and 

model based tracking. Sometimes there is no clear cut 

between these categories, since algorithms from different 

categories can be integrated together. 

 

In order to increase the flight safety, the UAV must be able to 

adequately sense and avoid other aircraft or intruders during 

its flight. The ability of sense and avoid (SAA) enables UAVs 

to detect the potential collision threat and make necessary 

avoidance maneuvers. This technique has attracted lots of 

attention in recent years. Among all available approaches, 

vision-based SAA system [3],  is becoming more and more 

attractive since cameras are light-weighted and low-cost, and 

most importantly, they can provide richer information than 

other sensors. A successful SAA system should have the 

capability to automatically detect and track the obstacles. The 

study of these problems, as a central theme in computer 

vision, has been active for the past decades and achieved 

great progress.  

 

Salient object detection in computer vision is interpreted as a 

process of computing a saliency map in a scene that 

highlights the visual distinct regions and suppresses the 

background. Most salient object detection methods rely on 

the assumption about the properties of objects and 

background. The most widely used assumption is contrast 

prior [29], [30], which assumes that the appearance contrasts 

between the objects and backgrounds are very high. Several 

recent approaches exploit image background connectivity 

prior which assumes that background regions are usually 

connected to the image boundary. However, those methods 

lack of the capability to utilize the contextual information 

between consecutive frames in the image sequence. On the 

other hand, given the position of the object of interest at the 

first frame, the goal of visual tracking is to estimate the 

trajectory of the object in every frame of an image sequence. 

The tracking-by-detection methods have become increasingly 

popular for real-time applications  in visual tracking. The 

correlation filter-based trackers attract more attention in 

recent years due to its high-speed performance. However, 

those conventional tracking methods require manual 

initialization with the ground truth at the first frame. 

Moreover, they are sensitive to the initialization variation 

caused by scales and position errors and would return useless 

information once failed during tracking. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In the paper, various methods or tracking and detection of 

obstacle or road by UAV have been discussed. The approach 

is of find the best method for traffic monitoring and obstacle 

detection for UAV and also for flight safety.  

We have proposed an effective and efficient approach for 

real-time visual object localization and tracking, which can 

be applied to UAV navigation, such as obstacle sense and 

avoidance. Our method integrates a fast salient object 

detector within the Kalman filtering framework. Compared to 

the state-of-the-art trackers, our approach can not only 

initialize automatically, it also achieves the fastest speed and 

better performance than the competing trackers. 
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